FASHION - FORWARD:
2021 : On Top of 10 Trending Menswear
Every season, there are new fashion fads that come and go, and
some choose to stay. This year, no matter the temperature, the
styles are hotter than ever. From oversized puffer jackets to bright
shades, this could be the perfect time to update your wardrobe. If
you need inspiration or you just love to shop, here are the top
street style fashion trends from Men’s Fashion Week.

The key to retaining your sartorial self-respect lies in the
ability to successfully differentiate between the fleeting fads
and the future classics. And in order to give you a nudge in the
right direction, we’ve created a carefully selected edit of the
menswear movements worth incorporating into your wardrobe
this year.
From the return of florals to the continued widening of
silhouettes, these are the men’s fashion trends to embrace in
2021.

1. Florals

A return to the 1970s has been one of the overarching trends of
the last five years, and it shows no sign of slowing down in
2021. For the spring/summer season, it manifests itself as
floral prints a la grandma’s curtains, which is actually a lot
more wearable than it sounds.

Everyone from Tom Ford to Burberry has been at it, splashing
bold florals onto shorts, vacation shirts and tailoring amongst
others. But we’d suggest keeping it to one statement piece per
outfit and, as always, ensuring the rest of your look is nice and
muted.

2.

Relaxed Tailoring

As we move further into the 2020s, breezy silhouettes will
continue to eclipse slim, form-fitting cuts. It’s a resurgence of

the styles popular in the 1980s and 1990s that has been on the
up for some time now and while it may not be everyone’s cup
of tea, it can look great when executed well.
If you’re thinking about taking a walk on the wide side
yourself, our main advice to you would be to pay your local
tailor a visit. Relaxed cuts can still be flattering, but only when
they fit properly.

3.

More Gorcopore

High fashion and the great outdoors began flirting a few years
ago. Now they’re shouting from the rooftops declaring their

love for one another. Fashion journos labelled it ‘gorpcore’
(gorp being a colloquial term for trail mix, or ‘good old raisins
and peanuts’) but whatever you want to call it, it looks like it’s
here to stay.
Recently, we’ve seen collaborations like Palace x Arc’teryx and
Gucci x The North Face, further cementing fashion’s
relationship with outdoor gear. But if you want to get involved,
we’d suggest working the odd outdoor-inspired piece into your
outfits here and there as opposed to going full cosplay
mountaineer.

4.

Vertical Stripes

The reasons for embracing the vertical stripe trend are
twofold: firstly, it looks great and presents a simple, refined
way to experiment with prints; secondly, it has the nice added

bonus of shaving a few pounds off your appearance, making
you appear taller and slimmer.
For bonus points, opt for styles with stripes of varying width.
Or simply stick to classic stripes, or even seersucker, if you
prefer to keep things subtle.

5.

Mid-Wash Denim

Dark or raw denim is a bona-fide menswear staple. But when
the weather turns hot, it ceases to be practical.

Luckily, this season there is a solution to the problem. It’s a
few shades lighter, it’s casual and it goes with almost
everything. Mid-wash denim was everywhere in the menswear
collections and this time it looks as though it could be here to
stay.

6.

Leather Jacket Trend

Due to its good looks, ruggedness and timeless appeal,
leather will continue to be a trend winter after winter. A
quality bomber jacket made from the stuff will probably

be one of the soundest style investments you’re ever likely
to make. It won’t come cheap, but it will last a lifetime. If
you haven’t already added one to your collection, this
coming winter is the time to do it. And if you really want
to stay on trend, why not go for a model with a belted
waist?

7.Pinstripes

Whether it was oversized suiting or wide-leg trousers,
pinstripes were everywhere at the menswear shows. It’s a
welcome return for one of the coolest patterns in tailoring.

If business casual is well, too casual, opt for fine quality
pinstriped suit.
Single breasted is a classic option but why not go all-out 1980s
stockbroker and try a double-breasted jacket with peak lapels?
That’s right, tailoring has now gone full circle.

8.

Relaxed Tailoring

As we move further into the 2020s, breezy silhouettes will
continue to eclipse slim, form-fitting cuts. It’s a resurgence of
the styles popular in the 1980s and 1990s that has been on the

up for some time now and while it may not be everyone’s cup
of tea, it can look great when executed well.
If you’re thinking about taking a walk on the wide side
yourself, our main advice to you would be to pay your local
tailor a visit. Relaxed cuts can still be flattering, but only when
they fit properly.

9.

Warm Leather Layering

Piling on layers when the sun is shining may not sound
like the most practical move to make but it can still be an
option if done cleverly. Swap out the heavy outerwear
for lightweight jackets and overshirts worn over plain
tees, polos or summer-ready shirts. This way you can
remove them if you get too hot. Then simply tie them

around your waist, shoulders or torso to retain the visual
element without the added warmth.

10. Textured Tailoring

Ditch the smooth fabrics once the cold weather sets in and
watch your tailored looks take off. Materials like tweed, wool,
corduroy and twill can help take your sartorial chops to the
next level, while adding character and creating focal points
within any given outfit.
Keep in mind that it will never look as smart as classic
tailoring, so save it for parties, dates and weddings (should the
world be back to normal by then) as opposed to anything
explicitly formal.
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